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Customer Feature
For ak journal draft the caption has been changed to "Usignert AK - journal" with italic font style. The active
row is also in italics for a draft.
[ RENO-13256 (137525), Resolved, Bug 137525: As a user I want to clearly see when the AK-journal printout contains a draft
prescription ]

Unspecified dosing is only allowed for reg prescriptions. Warning message is shown when trying to use "?" for
other types of prescriptions.
[ RENO-13251, Resolved, As a doctor I only want to use "?" is AC dosing for local reg, not for resepter ]

Customer Defect
Fixed issue where trying to change a kosttilskudd item created by an external user would fail and show an
error.
[ RENO-13309 (Bug 138953), Resolved, Bug 138953: Error when assistant has imported kosttilskudd from M25.1 and click the
button "Endre" ]

Nurses are not set as prescribers when creating registrations to LIB.
[ RENO-13279 (Bug 138664), Resolved, Bug 138664: PLO: Nurse is the "forskriver" for a Reg ]

Question marks are shown for unspecified dosingValues in
- Printout
- Mini-journal
- Journal
Unspecified dosing fields are not reset when making change to prescription.
[ RENO-13271 (138413), Resolved, Bug 138413: AK-journal printout: "?"-doses are shown as "0" on the printout ]

No error shown when double signing in samstemming.
[ RENO-13270 (138410), Resolved, Bug 138410: Error message when nurse 2 approves draft from nurse 1 for a Reg in
samstemming ]

When nurse is double signing a reg draft the prescription type should keep as reg when s15 opens
[ RENO-13269 (138332), Resolved, Bug 138332: PLO: Draft Reg from nurse-1 which nurse-2 wants to approve on day 2 is shown
as eRp/uRp in klargjøringsbildet (not as REG) ]

Fixed filter re-initializing incorrectly when there is cave samstemming.
[ RENO-13264 (Bug 138210), Resolved, Bug 138210: Changing filters in samstemming results in a reset to the starting filter ]

The FM should now detect the available working area of the current working monitor and set height and/or
width to target with if there is room, and then center the FM accordingly on startup.
[ RENO-13258 (137576), Resolved, Bug 137576: The bottom of the FM screen is sometimes not visible when the FM is opened ]

Fixed issue where some things done in Samstemming wouldn't update the LIB.
[ RENO-13255 (137524), Resolved, Bug 137524: Delay on updating status on certain actions done in Samstemming ]

THJ, Nurses and assistants can undo their own stop and recall drafts in the LIB
[ RENO-13254 (137469), Resolved, Bug 137469: THJ, nurses and assistants are unable to undo their own stop and recall drafts in
the LIB ]

Allow to set dose on same day as seponeringsdato
[ RENO-13249 (137196), Resolved, Bug 137196: Prescription screen does not allow dosing to be set on the seponerigsdato
when set ]

Defect
AC journal and printout for drafts shows "Foreslått seponeringsdato:" instead of "Seponeringsdato:"

[ RENO-13287, Resolved, Stop dates in stop drafts for AC prescriptions are interpreted as final before they are approved ]

When user imports a NIB or FIB resept that is not found in local FEST the user gets a warning saying
"Produktgruppen er utgått i FEST lokalt"
[ RENO-13133, Resolved, Importing a NIB/FIB with a locally unknown product code results in a badly formatted warning ]

Improved field validation. Now there should be more consistency in ak window
[ RENO-13129, Resolved, Inputting number with more than two decimal digits gets truncated in S.15 in AC mode ]

Validation added that does not allow dentist to become requester of prescription unless a dentist is a owner
of the prescription.
[ RENO-13095, Resolved, Dentist incorrectly set as Forespurt av ]

